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1: Long Distance Grandparents
Grandparenting across the miles takes a little more effort and ingenuity than being there in person, but it's worth
whatever it takes. You and your grandchildren will be the richer for it. Helping families thrive with the support of friends
like you.

This year was no exception for us. We spent Christmas with my in-laws and New Year with my parents. It
was busy and just a little bit noisyâ€¦ The kids were so excited to see their grandparents face to face! We live
in a different country from both sets of grandparents. It was so sweet to see their relationship blossom. Living
a long way from grandparents is pretty common in our day and age. As my kids get older, I picture them
phoning up Grandma for a good old chat and having that depth of relationship, independent of myself. But
how can I help establish that relationship now when we live so far away? Something to really get hold of! My
kids love sending coloring, craft and little letters in the post. And my parents and parents-in-law often send
postcards addressed just to the kids. Getting their own post is the business. And it makes everyone feel more
connected. The post and pictures make their way onto the fridge door for awhile, so the relationship stays in
full view. Kids really need help to communicate over the computer. We usually think beforehand about some
stories and adventures from our week that we want to share with Grandma and Grandpa. With the little ones,
they love it when their grandparents read them books, just like they do when they visit in person. Keep the
grandparents up to date Of course you want to keep each other informed about visit to the ER and significant
things. No grandparent wants to send a Minions dvd if actually you all moved on to Star Wars months ago.
Make photo books of trips and special occasions A copy for yourselves, and a copy for Grandma and
Grandpa! But I know my kids would appreciate it, and so would the older generation. But try to factor in time
to make memories with your kids and your parents. Sometimes I find that when we all get together, it is so
busy just getting everyone organized enough to leave the house. Take photos of the little things, like bedtime
stories and making cookies. Sometimes these make the sweetest memories for everyone. She has survived 4
kids under 5, and is currently expecting her fifth little one. Now check your email to confirm your
subscription. There was an error submitting your subscription.
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2: Connect with far-off grandchildren - Considerable
Grandparenting Across the Miles. First published in Columbia Magazine in We've all seen the bumper stickers
announcing "I love my grandchildren." Some of us may even sport one on the rear bumper of our car.

These days, grandparents are often separated from their grandchildren by hundreds of miles. Psychology
Today states that there is more to bonding than simply spending time together. Grandparenting across the
miles does provide some unique opportunities to bond that you might not have thought of, had the kids only
been 10 minutes away. Be a pen pal to your grandchildren. Saving those letters will not just be fun mementos
for you, but your grandchild also can look at the letters you send over and over. Their connection to you will
last forever. Send your grandchildren cool art supplies, stationery, postcards, stamps, envelopes, stickers,
stamps and whatever looks like creative fun. The interesting supplies will encourage the kids to write and
make it easy for them. A virtual visit can be almost as fun as a real one. Visit a trusted website and download
free videoconferencing software. Have your grandkids, or their parents, do the same. Then make a date to
meet your grandchild in front of the computer and connect. You can see those precious faces, and they get to
see you, too. Go ahead â€” talk until your laptop runs out of batteries. Your older grandchildren will likely
already have an account of their own. It can be very enlightening to have this type of connection with your
grandchild, and you may gain new insights into their lives and personalities. It may seem obvious, but taking
pictures of the special moments and the everyday moments in your lives is a great way to stay connected. Send
your grandchild their own disposable camera and let them take pictures of whatever they like. Have them send
the camera back to you, and delight in the surprises in store once you have the photos developed. Read a book
together and discuss your opinions. A virtual book club is a great way to help enrich your grandchild and your
relationship. Select books that mean something to you, and encourage your grandchildren to do the same.
Share their love of a favorite sports team, and watch the game together. You can use social media, the
telephone or videoconferencing to cheer, shout and comment with one another during the game. You might
even find an enriching new interest for yourself. Send cookies to your grandchildren. Food and cooking is a
traditional way to show love and care to the people we love, especially children. Why not include the recipe
and pass it down to the next generation? You just might get a box of cookies in the mail yourself.
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3: A Grandparent's Love, Family Love Poem
The holidays are often a season for catching up with family. This year was no exception for us. We spent Christmas with
my in-laws and New Year with my parents.

Newspaper to protect surface Plate for paints Favorite Quote. If you order from these links, proceeds go to
support my blog. Of course, you can find these items at any craft, big box, or even dollar store. I found my
canvases in a pack at the local Ross Dress for Less. I also found that purchasing the paints in a set saved me
money over time and that is why I have them linked to a bundle. Set Up Find a flat, dry space to paint. Lay out
newspaper to protect your surface. Place canvas on top of newspaper. Center your US Outline Stencil on your
canvas. Use painters tape to keep stencil in place. Practice on a flat piece of paper before using your canvas.
This will help you get the hang of your tools and try out the stencil before committing to a canvas. Roll your
roller in white paint. Holding your stencil flat as you go, roll the white paint across the canvas until all of the
spaces are sufficiently filled with paint. Let paint fully dry. This step is important because it creates a layer
between your final paint color and your canvas that helps to keep the paint from bleeding. No matter what I
tried, I never quite tackled paint bleed-over completely, but I still loved the finished product. You may also
want to use flat paper instead of a textured canvas for different results. I would love to try this stencil for next
project to see if I can create cleaner lines! While you wait for the white paint to dry, immediately wash your
stencil and then dry it completely. Once the stencil dries, it becomes more difficult to remove without harming
the delicate lines of the stencil. With stencil still in place, use clean roller to roll main color across the canvas a
second time. I also like to go over this with a paint sponge to intensify the color and fill in any gaps. Remove
the US State Stencil and place one of the hearts on the second stencil over the state you want to highlight. Fill
in the heart using red paint and a sponge brush. Repeat for any remaining states using the other hearts on the
stencil. Immediately clean stencils to make for easier clean up. Write quote along canvas using permanent
marker. You could also try to stencil this on, but I think writing it adds a personal touch. Their awesome team
shipped out the stencils quickly and offered fast, friendly advice and tips when I needed support. You can also
see some of my Mandala stencil experiments on my Instagram Account. I received product in exchange for a
product focus. All opinions are my own. Affiliate links are also included in this post. Proceeds go to support
my blog.
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4: Grandparents and Grandchildren: Staying Connected Across the Miles - Article Library - Parenting
Grandparents and Grandchildren: Staying Connected Across the Miles When grandchildren and grandparents live far
away from one another, they have to work a little harder to maintain a strong relationship.

Long-Distance Grandparenting By Teresa Moore One of the great joys of growing older is the arrival of
grandchildren and the mutual adoration that so often springs up between the youngest and oldest members of a
family. But if your grandchildren live hundreds or even thousands of miles away, you may find your love
mixed with large measures of sadness, resentment and anxiety. Mildred Adleman, 84, still lives in the house in
Philadelphia where she raised her son and daughter. While her children were growing up, her own mother
lived a few miles away and visited several times a week. But like many children, hers grew up and moved far
away. Before she became too ill to travel, Adleman flew to Berkeley, California, to see her daughter and her
granddaughter. She made a second annual trip to Chicago, where her son and her twograndsons live. I get the
stilted, obligatory kiss. I ask them questions and they give me one-syllable answers. The taste of what might
have been is particularly bitter then. You wait for the call and you wish you could be there and be of some
help. A Guide to Making a Difference. I want to play golf and be in the warm climate. Grandparents offer
support and stability. Grandparents are outside that daily grind, and they bring a different perspective. We can
be more patient and accepting than parents. And a grandparent can let children know that they are part of
something greater than themselves. By giving children a sense of the past, you can help them see that they are
part of a family and a community. And now that Skype lets you talk free while looking at your loved ones on a
video screen, you can see your grandchildren in prime time. Her granddaughter was so impressed by getting a
delivery from a florist that she took the flowers with her to dinner after the recital. This grandmother buys two
copies of each storybook and sends one to the children so they can follow along. If your grandchildren have
never seen where you live, take photos of your home, your friends, your street, your pets, so that they can
begin to get a sense of your life. For young children, some grandparents have turned their albums into lessons
on the ABCs: A photo of family members picking apples can be placed, for example on the "A" page for
"apples. There are also more opportunities than ever for vacation trips specially designed for grandparents and
their grandchildren. And Carson, who believes all children benefit from the strong presence of elders,
encourages distant grandparents to get to know local youngsters who are the same age as their grandchildren.
As elders, we need to embrace all children.
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5: Long-Distance Grandparenting
Check out Grandparents: Connecting Across the Miles by Focus on the Family Daily Radio Broadcast feat. Mrs. Cheri
Fuller on Amazon Music. Stream ad-free or purchase CD's and MP3s now on www.enganchecubano.com

June 15, This article originally appeared on grandparents. To learn more click here. Sandy Berger is a
grandmother in Pinehurst, N. Despite the fact that her 6-year-old grandchild lives in Palm Coast, F. Berger
uses Google Talk and Skype which has video capabilities , free Internet services, to speak to her grandchildren
daily and see them via her Web camera. Because she also connected a microphone and speakers to her
computer, the vocal quality is first-rate. As Americans become increasingly mobile, long distances often
separate grandparents and grandchildren. An AARP study revealed that 45 percent of grandparents live more
than miles away from their grandchildren, notes Amy Goyer, national coordinator of the grandparent
information center at the AARP Foundation. Since grandparents are continuing to work into their 60s, most
grandparents only have time for semi-annual or annual visits. Technologically inclined grandparents can easily
stay in touch with grandchildren through daily e-mails, Web cams, and digital photos, Goyer notes. That
creates shared experiences between grandparent and grandchild, fodder for conversation, and commonalities.
If the grandparent is not computer-savvy, shared experiences can still play a role. The old-fashioned telephone
can work as a tool to communicate, and some grandparents even opt for the anachronistic method of writing
letters, a long-lost art form. Goyer recalls one grandmother who lived in Ohio but was committed to staying
close to her grandchildren in North Carolina. She arranged her job so she could telecommute a couple of days
a week and would visit her grandchildren monthly. The grandmother also created a Web site, which she used
to post photos of her visits with her grandchildren to stay close to them. Nothing replaces face-to-face visits,
of course, but following up can deepen the experience. For example, if the grandparents have visited their
grandchildren, the grandparents can make a scrapbook of their visit together and send it to their loved ones.
Many grandparents pamper their grandchildren by buying presents, but Goyer warns that gift-giving can also
be a trap. She advises grandparents to confer with the parents to make sure they are in agreement with the
gifts. While many grandparents dote on their grandchildren and try to be sensitive to their needs, grandparents
are also encouraged to share part of themselves. A Guide to Making a Difference. These actions show the
child that the child is loved and cared about. When you love somebody, you find ways to stay in touch and
communicate. Grandparent Resources The Grandparent Guide: A valid email is required Share This Article
Our most popular articles, timely advice, and the trends that affect youâ€”delivered to your inbox.
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6: Across the Miles Poems - Sister Poems Verses Quotes
Wish anyone in general Happy Grandparents Day from across the miles with a heartfelt card featuring a beautiful sandy
beach with a palm tree set against an ocean with blue skies, a few clouds and a pretty sun reflecting over the water.

My kids live 3, miles from one set of grandparents and 2, miles from the other. You can read books, play
games, and make family connections, no journey needed. Who here has hosted stiflingly awkward video chats
between your kids and your parents or in-laws? Depending on the age levels of the littles, so much can
happen. Racing around the room like a hooligan. Interrupting every word Grandma says to show off another
amazing toy. Toddling off in boredom. It relieves all the "but what do I do? You can read books together and
play child-friendly games. You finally have something just perfect for building those bridges between the
generations, giving them something to do together and lending a natural flow to the conversation. Kids will
remember Grandpa next time he comes to visit as the guy who plays checkers and Nana as the person who
reads them all those wonderful stories. First off, the app boasts a pleasing and simple interface with just a few
well-chosen options. One of the first things my kids requested was for Nana to read them a book. We chose a
charming and humorous story about learning not to be a hog. It even included a seamless little lesson in
rhymes and critical thinking. The library includes all sorts of titles, from classics like Curious George to the
latest popular series to educational nonfiction options. The reader-out-louder can control the page flipping, and
either party can access the zoom options independently, which is helpful for anyone with limited vision or
using a small screen. We then tried out several fun games, like this Curious George matching game. There are
the classics like chess and tic-tac-toe plus new and exclusive games, all perfect for young kids. If you have
more than one kid, as I do, ours were able to take turns with each other in each of the games as well, giving
both of them practice with the learning involved. Games and books like the ones on HomeTeam build logic,
memory, math, language, and more, all with the kids not even noticing! On a very practical level, kids are
getting so good at computers and smartphones and such nowadays, right? I love that HomeTeam provides a
safe and engaging place for them to practice those emerging and crucial skills. For instance, I had no idea my
3-year-old had gotten so good with a mouse trackpad! HomeTeam offers such an enjoyable way to snuggle up
and feel close to a grandparent, even over a distance. Then you just register, search for your family members,
and add them as connections. New users can try out the entire HomeTeam experience with unlimited access to
all content for 30 days. Please leave your email address in the comments so I can reach you if you win! You
can write it like this to foil spambots: You may receive 2 total entries by selecting from the following entry
methods: Leave a comment in response to the sweepstakes prompt on this post 2. Tweet public message about
this promotion; including exactly the following unique term in your tweet message: Blog about this
promotion, including a disclosure that you are receiving a sweepstakes entry in exchange for writing the blog
post, and leave the URL to that post in a comment on this post 4. For those with no Twitter or blog, read the
official rules to learn about an alternate form of entry. This giveaway is open to US Residents age 18 or older
or nineteen 19 years of age or older in Alabama and Nebraska. Winners will be selected via random draw, and
will be notified by e-mail. The notification email will come directly from BlogHer via the sweeps blogher
email address. You will have 2 business days to respond; otherwise a new winner will be selected. The
Official Rules are available here.
7: Across the Miles
My kids live 3, miles from one set of grandparents and 2, miles from the other. As you can imagine, visits are all too
infrequent and phone calls with little kids (aged 7, 3, and 5 months) just don't cut it, but I really want to keep my kids
connected to our extended families.

8: Happy Grandparents Day Across Miles. Free Grandparents Day eCards | Greetings
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Near or far, grandparents are always in our hearts. This Sunday is Grandparent's Day so take a moment to show your
appreciation to those special people in your lives who are (or are like) grandparents to you and your kiddos.

9: 9 creative ideas for long-distance grandparents - Considerable
Creative Grandparenting Across the Miles: Ideas for Sharing Love, Faith, and Family Traditions [Patricia L. Fry] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Here are dozens of ideas, tips, and suggestions to
help long-distance grandparents develop a lasting bond with their grandchildren.
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